Go.See.Play trail #3
Modbury Dry Creek & Wynn Vale Dam

With a gradual incline at the start and an overall decline on the return, this meandering route is an enjoyable workout.

Starting from Edinburgh Reserve in Modbury, this picturesque trail follows the dry creek paths in a northerly direction around the Wynn Vale Dam and return. The route can be shortened for a milder activity.

Toilets and drinking fountains are located in both Jubilee Reserve and on the southern side of Wynn Vale Dam.

There are three playgrounds along the route located at Edinburgh Reserve, Jubilee Reserve and at the northern part of the dam.

This trail is suitable for walking, running or riding. Take the alternate side of the creek where possible on the return for a change in scenery.

Suitable for: Walking, running, riding
Start & end: Edinburgh Reserve
Distance: 10km
Difficulty: Easy/Moderate – Some minor hills
Features: Three playgrounds along the trail, Wynn Vale Dam

The City of Tea Tree Gully is a wonderful place to be active outdoors.